
生 词 Vocabulary 
Shēng   cí     

 

1. Glue the 生词条 to your book. 

2. Use pencil. Write the 声母 (sheng1 mu3, initial)，声调 

(sheng1 diao4, tone) & English next to each 生词. 
 

3. Level 1 Pick 3 生词,   say aloud & memorise them NOW 

Level 2 Pick 6 生词,   say aloud & memorise them NOW 

Level 3 Pick 10 生词, say aloud & memorise them NOW  



句 型  Sentence  Structure 
 jù    xíng   

   

1. Glue the 句型条 to your book. 

2. Write the 拼音 (pin1 yin1) of the 句型 next to the 汉字(Han4zi). 
3. Use your own words, write the English meaning & usage of the 

句型. 

4. Level 1 Use the 句型 and make a sentence in pinyin  
(with English equivalent in brackets) 

Level 2 Use the 句型 and make a sentence in 汉字(Han4zi,  
characters) (with English equivalent in brackets) 

Level 3 Be able to say aloud Level 2’s sentence fluently  



Word  Order 
 
 

1. Is the word order of the sentences correct? 
Rearrange them! 
 

2. Check the answers. 
 

3. In your book，draw a box & copy everything in 

Points to Note / Generic Word Order 



 

Points to Note 
 

（Keep this side up after use） 

  



Answers 
 

（Keep this side up after use）  



阅读理解 Reading Comprehension 
   yuè  dú   lǐ  jiě  

 

In your book, write down the source, page & exercise 
number(s) as indicated below and do the exercise(s) 
accordingly.    Self-check the answers. 

 
 

Jin Bu___ / Easy Steps ___ / ______Booklet / Others 
 
Page ________     Exercise ________ 
 



 

作 文  Composition 

 zuò    wén   



照片里有…  In the photo, . . . 
   Zhào  piàn      li     yǒu 

 

说一说 Speaking Task (Aims at FLUENCY):  
 

Level 1 Say 3 sentences  about the photo 
Level 2 Say 3 complex sentences  about the photo (i.e.  

use connectives!) 
Level 3 Say  as many things as you can about the photo  
     with long and meaningful sentences 
 

(Hint:   You may use the prompt sheets provided.  
Challenge yourself to use them less and less often!)  



照片里有…  In the photo, . . . 
   Zhào  piàn      li     yǒu 

 

写一写 Writing Task (Aims at correct word order):  
 

Level 1 Write 3 sentences  about the photo 
Level 2 Write 3 complex sentences  about the photo  

(i.e. use connectives!) 
Level 3 Write as many things as you can about the photo  
     with connectives and meaningful sentences 
 

(Hint:   You may use the prompt sheets provided.  
Challenge yourself to use them less and less often!)  



说一说   Speaking  Pot  (English) 
(Aims at Spontaneity & Fluency) 

 

Work in PAIRS. Your partner should read the answer sheets and say ‘dui4’ or ‘bu4 dui4’ to guide you. 

 

Level 1  Pick  2 questions & 2 answers strips. Say aloud in 中文. 
  

Level 2  Pick a question (pink) strip, say aloud in 中文. Then answer this  
same question in Mandarin. Repeat for one more question strip. 

 

Level 3  Pick an answer (mint) strip, say aloud in 中文. Then formulate the 

question for this answer & ask aloud in 中文. Repeat for one more answer strip. 
 
(Hint:  You may find the answers in the answer sheets provided. But Learn it NOW. 

Challenge yourself to use them less and less often!) 



说一说   Speaking  Pot  (中文) 
(Aims at Spontaneity & Fluency) 

 

  Work in PAIRS. Your partner should read the answer sheets and say ‘dui4’ or ‘bu4 dui4’ to guide you. 
 

Level 1  Pick  2 questions & 2 answers strips. Say aloud in 中文, then in 英文. 
  

Level 2  Pick a question (orange) strip, say aloud in 中文. Then answer this  

same question aloud in 中文. Repeat for one more question strip. 
 

Level 3  Pick an answer (green) strip, say aloud in 中文.  

Then formulate the question for this answer and ask aloud in 中文. 
Repeat for one more answer strip. 

 

Hint:  You may find the answers in the answer sheets provided. But Learn it NOW. 
Challenge yourself to use them less and less often!)  



说一说   Y8 Hurdle Test - Speaking   
(Aims at Spontaneity & Fluency)   2019  Mock Section 3 

 



说一说   Y8 Hurdle Test - Speaking   
(Aims at Spontaneity & Fluency)    2019  Test A Section 3 

 



说一说   Y8 Hurdle Test - Speaking   
(Aims at Spontaneity & Fluency)  2019  for Test A prompt 4 

 



说一说   Y8 Hurdle Test - Speaking   
(Aims at Spontaneity & Fluency)   2019   Section 2 

 
Work in PAIRs (2 minutes) – Pick a topic. Ask and answer each other the following questions. 

  



说一说   Y8 Hurdle Test - Speaking   
(Aims at Spontaneity & Fluency)   2019   Section 1 

  
 Work in PAIRs (1 min 30 sec) – Pick a topic and speak to your partner. Your partner should play 

the role of the teacher and ask you 2 questions on what you have said. 
 

  



 


